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Key Advantages of Aurora SDVoE™ Products
Aurora developed the first SDVoE™ product almost
5 years ago: Most mature SDVoE™ products on the
market
®

Aurora was the innovator of 10G PoE powered
transceivers: Better serviceability, no inventory
disproportions, allows end user to keep spares on site
due to low SKU.
The only SDVoE™ transceiver wall plate: Application
example: Room combine — Set one wall plate in front of
room (decoder), set another in rear of room (encoder). This
will allow multiple options for presenter to display source at
either end of room and or supply presenter with a
confidence monitor. It takes only 20 seconds to change
locally or remotely between encoder and decoder modes.
Advanced Audio DSP: Ability for you to control volume, mix audio, duck audio, and
adds additional DSP capabilities like filters and EQ.
Dante™/AES67 (2-Channel and 8-Channel): Aurora IPX Series are
the only SDVoE™ solution to do this, and it complements our Audio
DSP so it can be fed back into the local HDMI® output or sent over
stream. Aurora was also the first company to ever integrate Dante
with an AV over IP stream almost 4 years ago (2015).
Reversible USB 2.0 — assign as Device or Host: Allows the PC to be on the encoder or
decoder side. Same for the devices. Aurora was the first to allow ExtremeUSB® to change
directions at will.
10G PoE: Aurora is the only SDVoE™ product to
date to integrate 10G PoE, providing for clean
installations and eliminating external power
supplies. Aurora now offers the IP-24PoE+ 10G
PoE+ injector which adds remote power to any
10G switch.

PoE+

ReAX™ Control: Aurora is only company to integrate
full IP control system into an SDVoE™ product.
1RU and 5RU Rack mounts: We can fit 12 units in a 5RU which saves rack space.

4K AV over IP
Flexible MAC, IP Address and Host-Name Routing: We are the only SDVoE™ solution
that can route this way. Other solutions must strictly use MAC address only. This gives
Aurora a huge serviceability advantage with control systems, as our competition has to
either hard code or put a hidden service page to match the new mac address when unit
is replaced to the location. All you have to do to commission a new unit is to change the
IP address and host name, with no changes to code at all.
ExtremeUSB® SDVoE™ protocol: Other brands using USB must
use a different protocol from SDVoE™ which makes it more
complex. Aurora added this ability into our SDVoE™ server.
Independent Telnet Port for Serial and IR: This allows you to make a 2-way tunnel to
any unit. It provides a virtual COM port for any 3rd party control, so no macro is needed.
Our competitors need to poll for RS-232 feedback.
Encrypted connection to server: Other manufacturers use only unsecured Telnet.
Aurora allows for unsecured or secured control. Overall better enterprise security.
2 HDMI® Inputs and 1 HDMI® Output: When an encoder, 2 inputs to select from with a
local monitoring viewing. As a decoder, instead of losing an HDMI® input from our
device, we gain 2 HDMI® inputs locally in addition to the streaming video.
Only dual 10G SDVoE™ Fiber solution on the market.
Allows for redundant network switch backbone.
Only 10G SDVoE™ copper/fiber in same unit: Allows
for a single unit to be used for either. Very important for
portable systems and staging applications. Also, less
SKU for better serviceability.
PoE+ on 1G port: Very handy for fiber units to use an injector on the 1G ports for clean
install especially in the rack. Our competitors have to use a power supply for each unit in
a rack vs Aurora using a 1RU PoE injector.
Aurora SDVoE™ products are designed and built
in-house, in the USA. We do not purchase our products from
OEM’s overseas as we develop our own hardware and
software. Even our circuit boards are populated on our
robotic assembly line in our headquarters in New Jersey, USA. Having this level of control
over our manufacturing and software development allows us to be agile, flexible, and
able to respond to customer demand faster.

Features & Comparison
IPX-TC3 Pro

IPX-TC3-WP

IPX-TC3

IP-24PoE+

Network Speed
Resolution
Compression

IPX-TC3

IPX-TC3-WP

IPX-TC3 Pro

10Gbps

10Gbps

10Gbps

4K 4:4:4 60Hz

4K 4:4:4 60Hz

4K 4:4:4 60Hz

Zero @ 4K30Hz, 1.3:1 @ 4K60Hz Zero @ 4K30Hz, 1.3:1 @ 4K60Hz Zero @ 4K30Hz, 1.3:1 @ 4K60Hz
0.1ms

0.1ms

0.1ms without Scaling,
3ms with Scaling

HDR

Yes

Yes

Yes

Scaling

No

No

Yes

EDID Management

Yes

Yes

Yes

Video Wall

No

No

8x8

Windowing*/Multiviewer

No

No

Up To 32

Between Same Resolution

Between Same Resolution

Between Any Resolution

Fiber

Yes

Yes

Yes

Copper

Yes

Yes

Yes

ExtremeUSB® 2.0 Option

ExtremeUSB® 2.0 Option

ExtremeUSB® 2.0 Option

2 & 8-Channel

2 & 8-Channel

2 & 8-Channel

Audio DSP

Yes

Yes

Yes

ReAX™ IP Control Option

Yes

Yes

Yes

Enclosure Style

Box

3 Gang

Box

Auto Sense Switching

Yes

Yes

Yes

Breakaway Switching

Audio, USB, Control, & Dante™

Audio, USB, Control, & Dante™

Audio, USB, Control, & Dante™

Yes

Yes

Yes

Frame Latency

Seamless Switching

USB
Dante™ Option

Secure Content Encryption

*Note: If windowing is not required, non-pro units can be used on encoder side to reduce overall system cost while maintain the features of a pro
used at the decoder location.
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